
 

LEAD Minutes 

7:00pm Meeting Tuesday 18th November 2014

 

 

Present  
Peter Evans 
Caroline North 
Agnieszka 
Kacper 
 
In Attendance  
Julie Hagarty 
Hannah Brice 
 
Speakers/Guests 
Tom Quilter 
Caroline Baxter 
Becky Powell 
 
Apologies 
Tracey Gaggiotti and Annette Williams of Express CIC 
 
1) Speakers 
 

Caroline Baxter: Head of Integrated Service for Children with Disabilities 
 

Caroline has been in post for 13 months, the post and structure has changed from just 
Kingston to Kingston and Richmond (Moor Lane and Windham Croft). 
 
The system in Kingston and Richmond is being reviewed to get best of both boroughs to get 
the best for parents. Some things are going to change to make sure the very best is 
available.  
 
Confident that the leisure and short breaks offers will improve. From April anyone will be 
able to access opportunities from either borough. 
 
 
They will be bringing their registers together so he that information is shared between both 
boroughs. 
 
Young people have said they want the opportunity to meet new people from different areas 
so they can meet and socialise with new peers. 
 
Their teams (Becky Powell's) are working across both local authorities. 

 
 



 
Becky Powell: Transition and Family Support Manager 

 
The Role 
 
This new, exciting and challenging post is working on transition and family support. 
 
Transition 
 
For young people ages between 14 and 25 years there are many changes or transitions 
which can be difficult to navigate. 
 
I will be working with the excellent staff in Richmond and Kingston supporting families in 
transition to improve transition support and services. I will also be working with others to 
implement the Special Educational Needs and Disability (SEND) transition best practice. 
 
Family Support Service 
 
This team work with children and their families to identify their needs and what support will 
have the best outcomes for them. 
 
This could be short breaks, direct support with behavioural management or implementing 
routines or something else. This team will support parents to make and maintain contact with 
other professionals and agencies as appropriate. 
 
Geraldine is part of short breaks and community support. The staff can do assessments with 
you and together you decide what support you may need before it's taken to panel. 
 
How do you first get an introduction to the children? 
Children for transition are all open to the service. They're going to be known to a social 
worker who will alert us when they are 14 but they will be tracking the child's progress and 
age anyway. 
If the families reply "yes" to needing support in transition. 
If a child is going down a certain route and become complex but weren't before... Doesn't 
mean they won't supply information. 
If case holding and gets complicated they are a close team and they work to the best 
interests of child. Case will go to the social worker to let them know they think a higher level 
of support is required.  
They keep all children under review.  
The child is the primary client but they recognise you need to support the network around the 
child. If there is a conflict the primary client is the child. 
 
In the context of this forum how do parents and young people know about Becky 
Powell and their interaction with families? What do they struggle with when working 
with families?  
One thing they are working on is early tracking - this is how they know the child is coming up 
to transition. They have started an early tracking list with SEN. Be absolutely certain of which 
children are coming through and who might need some extra support and talking to families 
to receive this information. They are still working through changeover with SEN work and 
this may take  2-3 years, hopefully 2. 
 
There are a vocal minority that show up and know what services are available. If you 
already know about these then the services are good but if you don't know about 
them you can miss out on a lot. 
One focus and and target is to get young people more involved and this can also bring 



parents in. This is part of Tom Quilters's job. 
EHC plans will make a big difference as right from the outset the child will have a lot more 
involvement. 
This is a huge issue as it can be difficult to get access. 
Lots of outreach work can help with this e.g. coffee mornings. Find the premises that hold 
these groups. People meet to chat as well as a small amount of business. There's more in 
Richmond as well as Kingston. The social aspect can encourage parents to come in and 
talk. 
 
What is the relation between family support team and social work team? 
Social workers may have caseloads of very complicated cases where children might be care 
work and where there is children that may need some ongoing support the child might be 
referred down to family support. 
Family support team - Statutory assessment 
Family support - oversight and report 
 
Every time they get a new social worker they have to find time to meet and review the 
case even though nothing has changed. They hope that they now have a more consistent 
team although social work teams are notorious for changes. 
Reviews are recommended minimum of every 6 months. Social work team requires visits at 
home. Now that this is being taken off liquid logic the likelihood is the visits will be the same 
amount but much more flexible. 
Social worker was not able to visit due to a court case, they felt they needed a social 
worker who was available. 
 
Becky's team still have to do assessments and reviews but the reason it's built this way is 
the system is more stable. The children are sitting with the right staff team, but if the child's 
needs become more or less complex they can be stepped up or stepped down. 
 
Can family support workers still do paperwork? You won't get both although there is 
some co working. Family support will do equivalent assessment. The paperwork is slightly 
different but meets the same purpose. It's a lot less heavy duty and more family focussed 
than the social working team. If there's ever any safeguard this will however go straight back 
to the social work team. Social work will see initial review and may perform initial 
assessment if they are a new child but then it will be passed to family support.  
 
Sam is still Achieving for Children's representative. He could liaise with the teams at Moor 
Lane and has the same access as a social worker.

 
Tom Quilter: Participation and Engagement Officer

 
Job is to make sure young people's voices are heard in Kingston and Richmond e.g. about 
send bill, how to implement across AFC, designs of buildings, advocating for young people 
or them attending strategic meetings. Recruiting group where young people interview 
potential new candidates: this goes across all roles. 
 
Feedback about candidates is spot on and insightful from the young people's interviews. 
Parents are also being encouraged to get involved in recruitment. LEAD can add value to 
this. Getting the word out to people sooner with a good heads up to find a variety of 
people/parents is good.  
 
Training is going to be run across both boroughs for parents. Tom also runs training session.  
 
It's important to say parents can send questions for meetings even if they can't attend - this 
is the case for both meeting and interviews. 



 
What posts are coming up? 
1 year post available 
Recruited 2 full time support workers -  
Part time social worker  
Potential half time social worker that will turn into substantive post which training will be 
provided for. 
 
Will it be internal when someone is on maternity leave? 
Possibly but they are currently looking at this 
 
Becky to send inclusion officer profile through to Julie so parents can provide questions and 
get involved - Julie will wait for both lots.  
 
Interviews will be within couple of weeks. Ask for suggestions of questions and interest in 
these posts and future posts. 
 
Part of the job of these new family support workers will be working with providers e.g. If a 
parent is interested in mainstream activity, find out which are appropriate, who can support, 
will they need training or additional support? If there was specific need inclusion officer will 
go and speak to provider. Sounds like a lot of people but it's providing the relevant support. 
They will all be on have same system and can talk to each other very quickly. 
 
The steering group is a group of carers and service users that influence curriculum of 
social work to make sure they have contact with carers and users. Can the steering 
group have Tom's details?  
Yes 
 
When LEAD was first set up they spoke to parents from specific groups, we should do 
this again. Who would we get this list from? 
Caroline Baxter to send list of parent groups to Julie 
Joint working with Romany is a good idea - next meeting 
 
Is there a new Moor Lane structure chart?  
Yes. Caroline can provide this 
 
2) Minutes of Last Meeting 
Does Peter Evans want to be treasurer? Keeping track of expenditure with Caroline is fine, 
to call it treasurer is a slight overstatement. Peter is happy to keep track of expenditure with 
Caroline North. 
 
Emily is happy to be a 3rd signature. Peter and Caroline to arrange with Emily 
 
3) Updates of Recent LEAD Operational Actions 
 
Jane Mitchell will not remain as manager and the post has been advertised for. 
Application period has to be allowed for so new post will probably start end of January. Until 
then Julie is going to handle this. Hannah Brice is the new EA and will be doing admin at 
Moor Lane as well as the weekly newsletter and Kingston Connections Newsletter. 
These changes shouldn’t be noticed from a LEAD point of view. 
 
Second tranche payment has been applied for April. LEAD underspent in the first half which 
means we have money to spend now. Asset register to be kept (currently this is just a 
projector.) 



 
Are we getting a laptop? No but laptops from Geneva Road can be used.  
 
No changes or request to financial policy when sent out to parents. 
 
Paediatric first aid training is going to be booked and is 2 days long. Trainer has been 
spoken to and he thinks there is a 6 hour course as well as 12 hour but he is going to check 
and let Julie know. This needs to be booked shortly. If this has to be 2 days Julie thinks this 
should be 2 weeks apart. Trainer can be flexible allowing for school runs etc. 
 
Can this be on weekends? 
Perhaps it could be one weekday and one weekend day, either a Saturday or Sunday. 
 
It has to be this long to apply as a certificated course. 
 
12 People can attend but a smaller group might be more appropriate so that the course is 
more manageable after questions and practical work. 

 
If it has to be 12 hours - does it have to be before Christmas? No but it has to be 
booked. 
 
No disability specific training but the trainer we will use is knowledgeable in this area. 
 
Training could be a way of rebuilding our network. Contact Tracy for example and use 
something such as training days as a way of rebuilding the network. 
 
Book the training regardless of 6 or 12 hours or two weekends running. 
 
If the training is on weekends we should offer bookable childcare a month in advance. Make 
this clear when advertising places on the training course.  
 
This will more likely take place in January. Get a date in the diary. If we don't have enough 
attendees in Kingston we can offer to Richmond parents.  
 
 
 
 
 
Signage 
Julie Hagarty, Caroline North and Hannah Brice met with graphic designer Tim Ball about 
creating some signage. 
 
Kacper to send original vector logo to Julie. 
 
We are ordering 2 pull ups and 2 A frames 
Posters to be designed and lots of disposable versions printed for future meetings. 
 
Email Tim - we must receive original Artwork and copyright transfer agreement. We don't 
need reworking of if we send him the original vector logo. Make sure colours are true to 
originals when printed. 
Logo phrasing WITHOUT "ing" e.g. Listen, engage, advocate disability. 
 
Agreement for signage confirmed. 
 
Photo Opportunity for LEAD Signage  



EnhanceAble has photographs of children with permissions but would be nice to give the 
opportunity to have photographs of your children on the signage. 
 
Zoe North has given permission and Caroline North will provide a photo. 
 
Agnieszka gives permission for Zoschia's fairy wings photograph and  
 
Kacper gives permission for Leia’s car photo. (148) 
 
Peter gives permission and will sent photos of Vincent. 
 
Website 
Julie Hagarty and Hannah Brice met with Jonathan Howley regarding website 
Jonathan is eager to continue to do this job 
Hannah to send instructions to Jonathan to complete each Friday 
If this doesn't continue job will be passed to Hannah 
Parents welcome to request changes 
Find out how much LEAD agreed to pay Jonathan 
Hannah to convert hours into an invoice to Jonathan which he can use to record his hours 
 
Contact a Family Associates 
 
Discussions of low attendance have taken place between Sue of CAF and Julie as well as 
changes of chairperson. Sue has advised numbers do dip over time and that rebranding is 
important. Often with parent forums the professional at the beginning of creation was very 
supportive and when they moved on the groups fell away. These are very familiar issues and 
CAF can provide associates for 4 days (which are free) to support forums and reinvigorate, 
Julie can't engage this, it has to be the forum. We are busy currently but parents of LEAD 
need to consider this. 
 
If we bring in an associate soon then we are regrouping anyway and we don't know 
their skill set. It may be a good idea to wait. 
 
Now that Julie is involved, once there is a replacement chair Julie will be more aware of 
LEAD. The new role will be a deputy to Julie and will be more senior.  
 
We need to formally respond to Sue to specify that we may ask for the associate in the 
future.  
All tenders for EnhanceAble children's groups have gone out separately. We are competing 
with our equivalent in Richmond. The groups will still be run in both boroughs. Richmond and 
Kingston parents could use the same services.

 
Meeting closed at 9.30pm. 

 


